
 

The spooky, scary tale for kids with a heart of adventure and a nose for mystery is now available on Blu-ray. The movie adaptation of the bestselling book by Beverly Cleary comes complete with bonus features that will introduce kids to interesting facts about the author and her life as well as scenes from the film. Share your love of classic literature with your little ones. This Bluray provides hours of
entertainment and education at an affordable price! Ramona and Beezus is based on one of children’s author Beverly Cleary's most celebrated books which explores friendship, following your dreams, and overcoming obstacles. Ramona is a spunky, imaginative dreamer who loves to write stories about her incredible (albeit imaginary) pet cat, The Great Mousewhiskers. But one day she gets caught
chasing him around the neighborhood by the very real Henry Huggins and his dog Ribsy. At first, Ramona isn’t sure if she likes Henry, but when he asks her to show him how to ride his bike with no training wheels, she realizes that they’re alike in many ways. After that day, Henry and Ramona are best friends. And when Ramona learns that her mother will be getting married again, nothing could
possibly go wrong... or could it? Ramona and Beezus is a charming, funny, and feel-good movie that shows kids that friends can be found in the most unexpected places. Bonus features include: DVD Features:  

  *Henry's Hair - Henry's hair changes throughout the movie. This feature explores how his hair was styled and provides examples of each of his looks, with and without hat. (Approximately: 3:36) *The Mousewhiskers - Check out this fun ‘Making-Of’ Featurette which provides an inside look at the special effects involved in creating The Great Mousewhiskers. Learn the secrets of creating the illusion
of movement and how to become a master of comic timing. (Approximately: 4:45) *Vintage Ramona TV Spot - Ramona And Beezus is introduced by its first TV spot on television. This vintage piece shows how the film's stars are dressed before the film's release, explaining that they are presenting it as "the first-ever Ramona movie." (Approximately: 0:32) *Deleted Scenes - Production stills,
alternate takes, and deleted scenes can be viewed on this exclusive DVD feature. All deleted scenes feature optional commentary from writer/director Pam Brady. (Approximately: 11:22) *Win a Copy of Ramona The Pest - Enter to win a copy of the prize-winning book, Ramona The Pest by Beverly Cleary. Watch this bonus feature to find out how you can enter the contest. (Approximately: 0:51)
*The Author - This bonus feature includes a little bit about the author Beverly Cleary and the inspiration for her books including Ramona. (Approximately: 1:47)

  *Henry's Hair - Henry's hair changes throughout the movie. This feature explores how his hair was styled and provides examples of each of his looks, with and without hat.
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